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1) Theoretical background:  

 
Theoretically the thesis is framed within the theories of Classical realism and Liberalism with a 
particular focus on Democratic Peace theory, both relevant, no doubts there. Both theories provides 
the authors with a proper theoretical framework in order to analyze and explain Teheran´s foreign 
policy and strategy in the most complex and complicated geopolitical theatre on the globe. 
 
 

2) Contribution:  
 
Miss Said provides historical excurse into changing nature of bilateral relations between the US and 
Iran since the beginning of the Cold War onwards. She reveals particular influences shaping the 
evolvement of US-Iran relations in particular phases of the Cold War. Besides that the role of 
external regional, but not only, players is explained and analyzed, thus the thesis provides a topical 
and manifold picture of this shatter-belt. The strong side of the thesis is its empirical part, I find the 
thesis very informative and topical. Also I can agree with arguments provided in concluding 
remarks of the paper.  
 
 

3) Methods:  
 
The author has decided to use the qualitative method (page 4) in her thesis. 
 
 

4) Literature:  
 



Miss Said has gathered an impressive amount of relevant sources, theoretical monographs to large 
extent. On the other side I do complete miss works of geopoliticans like G.Friedman (recent works), 
R.D.Kaplan, J.Marsheimer or F.Zakaria (and many more) who are nonnegligible with regards to the 
US-Iran relations. At least those authors would help Miss Said to understand the possible 
geopolitical impact of the US-Iran deal on the future geopolitical theatre in the Middle East, which 
is very much determined by geography as author correclty argues. Also Israeli authors like 
D.Shueftan or S.Bar who were voicing strong criticism of B.Obama´s administration are missing. 
 
 
5) Manuscript form: The thesis format meets all FSS´s requirements, but more importantly allows 
the reader a fluent reading. 
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